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Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files
National Security Council—H Files, NSC/DC Meetings Files

Box 1 [OA/ID 90009]

NSC/DC 001—February 08, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Afghanistan, Keywords: Afghanistan
NSC/DC 002—February 14, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Review of FSX for Japan, Keywords: Japan, Technology, Transfers
NSC/DC 003—February 17, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 004—March 07, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-6 re: Nicaragua, Keywords: Nicaragua
NSC/DC 005—March 08, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Non-Lethal Finding and Transfer of Funds re: Afghanistan, Keywords: Afghanistan
NSC/DC 006—March 08, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 007—March 10, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on FSX for Japan, Keywords: Japan
NSC/DC 008—March 17, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-4 re: U.S./Eastern Europe Relations, Keywords: Europe, East
NSC/DC 009—March 20, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-5 re: Political and Security Aspects/U.S.-Western European Relations, Keywords: Europe, West
NSC/DC 010—March 22, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-5/U.S. and Western Europe Relations, Keywords: Europe, West, Economics
NSC/DC 011—March 29, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Libya, Keywords: Libya
NSC/DC 012—March 27, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Middle East Peace Process, Keywords: Middle East
NSC/DC 013—March 28, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-3 re: Political and Security Issues, Keywords: USSR
NSC/DC 014—March 29, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-3 re: U.S.-Soviet Economic Relations, Keywords: USSR Economics
NSC/DC 015—March 30, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Poland, Keywords: Poland
NSC/DC 016—April 04, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-12 Section I RPT re: Current U.S. Defense Strategy and Key Trends and Uncertainties, Keywords: Defense Policy
NSC/DC 017—April 07, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on South Asia, Keywords: South Asia
NSC/DC 018—April 10, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Cambodia, Keywords: Cambodia
NSC/DC 019—April 11, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 020—April 13, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf, Keywords: Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 021—April 14, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-12 Section 11 re: Strategic Nuclear Deterrence, Keywords: Defense Policy
Box 2 [OA/ID 90010]

NSC/DC 022—May 04, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on South Asia, Keywords: South Asia, India
NSC/DC 023—May 10, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Counternarcotics Program in Peru, Keywords: Peru Drugs
NSC/DC 024—May 17, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on French Cooperation Program, Keywords: France Nuclear Matters
NSC/DC 025—May 17, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-12 Section ii and iii/U.S. Defense Strategy for the 1990s and Force Posture Issues, Keywords: Defense Policy
NSC/DC 026—May 24, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on [...], Keywords: Angola
NSC/DC 027—May 20, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Security and Arms Control, Keywords: Arms Control Defense Policy
NSC/DC 028—May 31, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-14/Defense and Space/Start Fundamental Limits, Keywords: Start
NSC/DC 029—June 02, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 030—June 15, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Annual Review of Covert Action Programs Part I, Keywords: Covert Action
NSC/DC 031—June 16, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Annual Review of Covert Action Programs Part II, Keywords: Covert Action
NSC/DC 032—June 07, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-14 re: U.S. Start Position on Air Breathing Systems and Non-Deployed Missiles, Keywords: Start, Arms Control, ICBM
NSC/DC 033—June 09, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting onNSR-14/Start Position on Mobile ICBMs, Mobile ICBM Verification and New Initiatives, Keywords: Start, Verification, Arms Control
NSC/DC 034—June 12, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR-14 re: U.S. Start Position on New Initiatives, Keywords: Start, Arms Control
NSC/DC 035—June 13, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Security for Americans serving in Philippines, Keywords: Philippines, Terrorism
NSC/DC 036—June 14, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Annual Review of Covert Action Programs Part III, Keywords: [...]
NSC/DC 037—June 16, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 038—June 21, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Limitations on Nuclear Testing, Keywords: Nuclear Testing
NSC/DC 039—July 07, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Countercocaine Strategy for Latin America, Keywords: Latin America, Counternarcotics
NSC/DC 040—July 10, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Start PPM Initiative, Keywords: Arms Control, Start, ICBM
NSC/DC 041—July 21, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Conventional Arms Control, Keywords: Arms Control
NSC/DC 042—August 03, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Countercocaine Strategy, Keywords: Counternarcotics
NSC/DC 043—August 09, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama Economic Sanctions, Keywords: Panama, Economics, Sanctions, DC Minutes
NSC/DC 044—August 17, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on International Drug Strategy, Keywords: Drugs
NSC/DC 045—August 29, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Soviet Emigration, Keywords: USSR
NSC/DC 046—August 30, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Poland, Keywords: Poland
NSC/DC 047—August 30, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama

Box 3 [OA/ID 90011]
NSC/DC 048—September 05, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on CFE, Keywords: CFE, Verification, Arms Control
NSC/DC 049—September 05, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Soviet Emigration, Keywords: USSR
NSC/DC 050—September 06, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Additional Assistance to Poland, Keywords: Poland, Food
NSC/DC 051—September 11, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Narcotics Cooperation with Cuba, Keywords: Drugs, Cuba
NSC/DC 052—September 11, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Cuba and TV MARTI, Keywords: Cuba
NSC/DC 053—September 12, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Nuclear Testing, Keywords: Nuclear Testing
NSC/DC 054—September 13, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism, Keywords: Counterterrorism
NSC/DC 055—September 15, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Nicaragua, Keywords: Nicaragua
NSC/DC 056—September 15, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippines Military Base Negotiations, Keywords: Philippines, Military Bases
NSC/DC 057—September 18, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on South Africa, Keywords: South Africa
NSC/DC 058—September 20, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on South Africa, Keywords: South Africa
NSC/DC 059—September 20, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Machine Tools, Keywords: COCOM
NSC/DC 060—September 21, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Economic Assistance for Poland, Keywords: Poland, Economic Assistance
NSC/DC 061—September 25, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Poland and Economic Assistance, Keywords: Poland, Economic Assistance
NSC/DC 062—October 06, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 063—October 10, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 063A—October 11, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Strategic Cooperation with France, Keywords: France, Great Britain
NSC/DC 064—October 11, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 065—October 13, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 065A—October 18, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Afghanistan, Keywords: Afghanistan
NSC/DC 066—October 16, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 066A—October 17, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 067—October 19, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Machine Tools and COCOM, Keywords: COCOM
NSC/DC 068—October 16, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 069—October 23, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Vessey Mission to Hanoi, Keywords: Vietnam, MIAs, POWs

Box 4 [OA/ID 90012]
NSC/DC 070—October 31, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Libya, Keywords: Libya, Navigational Freedom
NSC/DC 071—November 01, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on, Keywords: Chemical Warfare
NSC/DC 072—November 03, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on, Keywords: Drugs
NSC/DC 073—November 03, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on, Keywords: Philippines
NSC/DC 074—November 06, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Lebanon, Keywords: Lebanon
NSC/DC 075—November 09, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Andean Drug Summit, Keywords: Drugs
NSC/DC 076—November 17, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Economic Sanctions/Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 076A—November 18, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 077—November 20, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama via SVTS, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 077A—November 20, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Current Panama Situation, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 078—November 21, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on El Salvador, Keywords: El Salvador
NSC/DC 078A—November 21, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on El Salvador, Keywords: El Salvador
NSC/DC 078B—November 21, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on El Salvador and Panama, Keywords: El Salvador, Panama
NSC/DC 078C—November 30, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on El Salvador, Keywords: El Salvador
NSC/DC 078D—December 07, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Lebanon, Keywords: Lebanon
NSC/DC 079—December 06, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on El Salvador via SVTS, Keywords: El Salvador
NSC/DC 080—December 07, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Andean Drug Summit, Keywords: Drugs
NSC/DC 081—December 19, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Lebanon via SVTS, Keywords: Lebanon
NSC/DC 082—December 09, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on El Salvador, Keywords: El Salvador
NSC/DC 083—December 13, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippines, Keywords: Philippines
NSC/DC 084—December 19, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippines, Keywords: Philippines
NSC/DC 085—December 19, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 086—December 20, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 087—December 20, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 088—December 21, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 088A—December 21, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama and Romania, Keywords: Panama, Romania
NSC/DC 089—December 22, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 090—December 22, 1989—NSC/DC Meeting on Soviet Noncompliance, Keywords: USSR, Arms Control
NSC/DC 091—January 02, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 092—January 04, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on CFE Verification, Keywords: Arms Control
NSC/DC 093—January 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama

Box 5 [OA/ID 90013]
NSC/DC 094—January 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Cuba TV MARTI, Keywords: Cuba
NSC/DC 095—January 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Andean Drug Summit, Keywords: Drugs, Summit
NSC/DC 096—January 12, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Panama, Keywords: Panama
NSC/DC 097—January 22, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Review of Transcaucas in USSR, Keywords: USSR
NSC/DC 098—January 25, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Review of Transcaucas in USSR via SVTS, Keywords: USSR
NSC/DC 099—January 26, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on East Asia Strategy Initiatives, Keywords: Asia
NSC/DC 100—January 26, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Start Mobile ICBM Sublimits, Keywords: Start, Arms Control
NSC/DC 101—January 27, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on COCOM, Keywords: COCOM
NSC/DC 102—January 31, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippines, Keywords: Philippines, Military Bases
NSC/DC 103—February 02, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Technology Transfer, Keywords: Technology Transfers
NSC/DC 104—February 06, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Angola via SVTS, Keywords: Angola
NSC/DC 105—February 13, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Nicaragua / Hostages, Keywords: Nicaragua, Hostages
NSC/DC 106—February 21, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Angola, Keywords: Angola
NSC/DC 106A—February 26, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on [...], Keywords:
NSC/DC 107—February 26, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Low intensity Conflict, Keywords: Low Intensity Conflict
NSC/DC 107A—February 27, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Cambodia, Keywords: Cambodia
NSC/DC 107B—February 27, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on [...], Keywords:
NSC/DC 108—March 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on TV MARTI, Keywords: Cuba
NSC/DC 109—March 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Low Intensity Conflict via SVTS, Keywords: Low Intensity Conflict
NSC/DC 110—March 21, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Technology Transfer, Keywords: Technology Transfers
NSC/DC 111—March 22, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Low Intensity Conflict, Keywords: Low Intensity Conflict
NSC/DC 111A—March 24, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Lithuania, Keywords: Lithuania
NSC/DC 111B—March 26, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Lithuania via SVTS, Keywords: Lithuania
NSC/DC 112—March 26, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Kashmir, Keywords: Pakistan
NSC/DC 112A—March 27, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Lithuania via SVTS, Keywords: Lithuania
NSC/DC 113—April 04, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Kashmir via SVTS, Keywords: India

**Box 6 [OA/ID 90014]**

NSC/DC 114—April 10, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Andean Implementation Plan, Keywords: Drugs [1]
NSC/DC 114—April 10, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Andean Implementation Plan, Keywords: Drugs [2]
NSC/DC 115—April 11, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Technology Transfer, Keywords: Technology Transfers [1]
NSC/DC 115—April 11, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Technology Transfer, Keywords: Technology Transfers [2]
NSC/DC 116—April 17, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq
NSC/DC 117—April 20, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Hostage situation via SVTS, Keywords: Hostages, Lebanon, Syria
NSC/DC 118—April 19, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Angola, Keywords: Angola
NSC/DC 119—April 20, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Technology Transfer, Keywords: Technology Transfers
NSC/DC 120—May 01, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippine Base Negotiations, Keywords: Philippines, Military Bases
NSC/DC 121—May 02, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR 18/Counterintelligence and Security Countermeasures, Keywords: Counterintelligence
NSC/DC 122—May 02, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia, Keywords: Libya
NSC/DC 123—May 01, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Jordan, Keywords: Jordan

NSC/DC 124—May 07, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting re: Pakistan Stingers, Keywords: Pakistan

NSC/DC 125—May 08, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on U.S.-Soviet Relations, Keywords: USSR

NSC/DC 126—May 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Counternarcotic Interdiction in Latin America via SVTS, Keywords: Drugs, Latin America, Counternarcotics

NSC/DC 127—May 10, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Sensitive Subject, Keywords: No Data Available

NSC/DC 128—May 14, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on TV MARTI, Keywords: Broadcasting

NSC/DC 129—May 23, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on POW/MIA Policy, Keywords: POWs

NSC/DC 130—May 24, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 131—May 25, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 132—May 29, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 133—May 29, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on COCOM via SVTS, Keywords: COCOM

NSC/DC 134—June 04, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 135—June 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 136—June 06, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 137—June 07, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 138—June 08, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 139—June 11, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 140—June 13, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Counternarcotics, Keywords: Counternarcotics

NSC/DC 141—June 15, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on International Broadcasting, Keywords: Broadcasting

NSC/DC 142—June 15, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 143—June 19, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Nicaragua, Keywords: Nicaragua

Box 7 [OA/ID 90015]

NSC/DC 144—June 27, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR 18/Counterintelligence, Keywords: Counterintelligence, Security [1]

NSC/DC 144—June 27, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on NSR 18/Counterintelligence, Keywords: Counterintelligence, Security [2]
NSC/DC 145—June 28, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Vietnamese Boat People, Keywords: Vietnam, Refugees
NSC/DC 146—June 29, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia, Keywords: Liberia
NSC/DC 147—June 28, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Pakistan's Nuclear Program, Keywords: Pakistan, Nuclear Matters
NSC/DC 148—July 02, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia
NSC/DC 149—July 03, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 150—July 03, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on [...], Keywords:
NSC/DC 151—July 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Definition of Covert Action, Keywords: Covert Action
NSC/DC 152—July 06, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippine Internal Security, Keywords: Philippines, Military Bases
NSC/DC 153—July 06, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia, Keywords: Liberia
NSC/DC 154—July 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Pakistan Nuclear Program, Keywords: Pakistan, Nuclear Matters
NSC/DC 155—July 12, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting to Review Soviets BW Program, Keywords: USSR, CBW
NSC/DC 156—July 18, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on TV MARTI via SVTS, Keywords: Cuba [1]
NSC/DC 156—July 18, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on TV MARTI via SVTS, Keywords: Cuba [2]
NSC/DC 157—July 18, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Withdrawal and Transfer of Soviet Equipment FM Europe, Keywords: CFE, USSR, Treaties
NSC/DC 158—July 19, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Soviet Commercial Presence in U.S., Keywords: USSR
NSC/DC 159—July 20, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on CW at Undeclared Sites, Keywords: CBW, Arms Control
NSC/DC 160—July 30, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Nicaragua, Keywords: Nicaragua
NSC/DC 161—July 30, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia, Keywords: Liberia
NSC/DC 162—August 01, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq/Kuwait via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 163—August 04, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 164—August 04, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia, Keywords: Liberia
NSC/DC 165—August 04, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 166—August 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 167—August 08, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 168—August 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 169—August 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 170—August 10, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 171—August 10, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 172—August 13, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 173—August 14, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

Box 8 [OA/ID 90016]

NSC/DC 174—August 17, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 175—August 17, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 176—August 18, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 177—August 19, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 178—August 20, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 179—August 21, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 180—August 22, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 181—August 23, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on TV MARTI, Keywords: Cuba, Broadcasting

NSC/DC 181A—August 23, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 182—August 23, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 183—August 24, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 184—August 25, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 185—August 25, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 186—August 27, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 187—August 28, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 188—August 29, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 189—August 30, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 190—August 31, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Pakistan Nuclear Program, Keywords: Pakistan, Nuclear Matters
NSC/DC 191—August 31, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism and Counternarcotics, Keywords: Counterterrorism, Counternarcotics, Latin America, Africa, East Asia, Nicaragua, Cuba, Panama

NSC/DC 191A—August 31, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 192—September 04, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 193—September 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Soviet Biological Weapons Program, Keywords: CBW, USSR, Limited Access

NSC/DC 193A—September 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Pakistan, Keywords: Pakistan, Nuclear Matters

NSC/DC 193B—September 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 194—September 07, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 195—September 10, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 196—September 10, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 197—September 12, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 198—September 14, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 198A—September 14, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 199—September 21, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 200—September 21, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Arabian Peninsula Security, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Iraq, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia

NSC/DC 200A—September 21, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 201—September 21, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 202—September 25, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iran Role in Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iran, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 203—September 25, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 204—October 01, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 205—October 02, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Pakistan Nuclear Program via SVTS, Keywords: Pakistan, Nuclear Matters

NSC/DC 206—October 02, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Liberia via SVTS, Keywords: Liberia

NSC/DC 207—October 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Afghanistan, Keywords: Afghanistan

Box 9 [OA/ID 90017]
NSC/DC 208—October 05, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Pakistan via SVTS, Keywords: Pakistan
NSC/DC 209—October 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippine Policy, Keywords: Philippines

NSC/DC 210—October 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Computer Exports, Keywords: Export Controls

NSC/DC 211—October 09, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 211A—October 12, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippines, Keywords: Philippines

NSC/DC 212—October 12, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia

NSC/DC 213—October 18, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Public Diplomacy on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Public Diplomacy

NSC/DC 214—October 19, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Israeli Machine Tools, Keywords: Israel Technology Transfers

NSC/DC 215—October 19, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq Kuwait Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 216—October 24, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Computers, Keywords: COCOM, Export Controls [1]

NSC/DC 216—October 24, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Computers, Keywords: COCOM, Export Controls [2]

NSC/DC 217—October 25, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Biological Weapons, Keywords: CBW

NSC/DC 218—November 07, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Computers, Keywords: CPU

NSC/DC 219—November 07, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Counternarcotics, Keywords: Counternarcotics, Latin America [1]

NSC/DC 219—November 07, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Counternarcotics, Keywords: Counternarcotics, Latin America [2]

NSC/DC 220—November 08, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Computers, Keywords: Computers, COCOM, Technology Transfers

NSC/DC 221—November 13, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Korea, Keywords: Korea, Korea South, Korea North, Nuclear Weapons

NSC/DC 222—November 13, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Computers, Keywords: Korea, Korea South, Korea North

NSC/DC 222A—November 17, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Crisis Contingencies-Soviet Union, Keywords: USSR

NSC/DC 223—November 23, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Iraq, Kuwait

NSC/DC 224—November 30, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Intelligence Authorization Bill, Keywords: Intelligence, Authorization Congressional

NSC/DC 225—November 27, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Iraq, Kuwait

NSC/DC 226—November 29, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Shipboarding and Standoff Policy in Caribbean via SVTS, Keywords: Caribbean, Drugs

Box 10 [OA/ID 90018]

NSC/DC 227—December 07, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Intelligence Authorization Act, Keywords: Intelligence, Authorization Congressional

NSC/DC 228—December 10, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 229—December 14, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Korea, Keywords: Korea

NSC/DC 230—December 14, 1990—[...], Keywords:

NSC/DC 231—December 18, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on CFE and Soviet Data, Keywords: CFE, USSR

NSC/DC 232—December 18, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Iraq, Kuwait

NSC/DC 233—December 20, 1990—NSC/DC Meeting on Export Administration Act and CBW, Keywords: Export, Administration Act, CBW

NSC/DC 234—January 02, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia via SVTS, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 235—January 03, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism, Keywords: Counterterrorism

NSC/DC 236—January 08, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Strategic Nuclear Forces/SNF, Keywords: Arms Control, SNF

NSC/DC 237—January 08, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on War Risk Insurance, Keywords: Middle East

NSC/DC 238—January 08, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism, Keywords: Counterterrorism

NSC/DC 239—January 09, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on War Risk Insurance, Keywords: Middle East

NSC/DC 239A—January 10, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Kuwait, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 239B—January 11, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Baltics via SVTS, Keywords: Baltics

NSC/DC 240—January 13, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism, Keywords: Counterterrorism

NSC/DC 240A—January 13, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords; Persian Gulf [Folder Empty]

NSC/DC 241—January 13, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Baltic States via SVTS, Keywords: USSR

NSC/DC 242—January 14, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Baltic States via SVTS, Keywords: USSR

NSC/DC 243—January 14, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism, Keywords: Counterterrorism

NSC/DC 244—January 14, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on War Risk Insurance, Keywords: Middle East Terrorism

NSC/DC 245—January 16, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on CFE and Soviet Data, Keywords: CFE Arms Control

NSC/DC 246—January 17, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on SNF, Keywords: Arms Control, SNF

NSC/DC 247—January 17, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Iraq, Kuwait

NSC/DC 248—January 22, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Iraq, Kuwait

NSC/DC 248A—January 24, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 248B—January 24, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Turkey, Iraq, NATO

NSC/DC 249—January 25, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism, Keywords: Counterterrorism
NSC/DC 250—January 25, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Yugoslavia via SVTS, Keywords: Yugoslavia
NSC/DC 251—January 25, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism, Keywords: Counterterrorism
NSC/DC 252—January 29, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Kuwait, Iraq
NSC/DC 253—February 01, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Kuwait, Iraq
NSC/DC 254—February 05, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Crisis via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf Kuwait Iraq
NSC/DC 255—February 06, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on CFE Follow-Up, Keywords: CFE
NSC/DC 255A—February 07, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 255B—February 13, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 256—February 14, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Cambodia, Keywords: Cambodia
NSC/DC 257—February 14, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Computers / Export Control, Keywords: Computers, Export Controls
NSC/DC 258—February 19, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Export Control Issues, Keywords: Export Controls, Computers
NSC/DC 258A—February 19, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf

Box 11 [OA/ID 90019]
NSC/DC 259—March 05, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Cambodia, Keywords: Cambodia [1]
NSC/DC 259—March 05, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Cambodia, Keywords: Cambodia [2]
NSC/DC 260—March 05, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Afghanistan, Keywords: Afghanistan
NSC/DC 260A—March 05, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf
NSC/DC 261—March 22, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq
NSC/DC 262—March 26, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Strategic Cooperation Program with France, Keywords: France
NSC/DC 263—March 28, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Counterterrorism, Keywords: Counterterrorism
NSC/DC 264—April 04, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippine-American Cooperation Treaty, Keywords: Philippines, Economic Assistance [1]
NSC/DC 264—April 04, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippine-American Cooperation Treaty, Keywords: Philippines, Economic Assistance [2]
NSC/DC 264—April 04, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippine-American Cooperation Treaty, Keywords: Philippines, Economic Assistance [3]
NSC/DC 264—April 04, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippine-American Cooperation Treaty, Keywords: Philippines, Economic Assistance [4]
NSC/DC 264—April 04, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Philippine-American Cooperation Treaty, Keywords: Philippines, Economic Assistance [5]
NSC/DC 265—April 05, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees, Keywords: Iraq
NSC/DC 265A—April 06, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Persian Gulf Humanitarian Assistance via SVTS, Keywords: Persian Gulf Iraq
NSC/DC 266—April 30, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Kurdish Refugees, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees
NSC/DC 267—April 08, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees and Implementation of UNSCR 687 via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees, UN
NSC/DC 268—April 08, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees
NSC/DC 269—April 09, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees
NSC/DC 270—April 10, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Weapons of Mass Destruction in Middle East, Keywords: Middle East, Arms Control, CBW, Nuclear Weapons
NSC/DC 271—April 12, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Afghanistan, Keywords: Afghanistan
NSC/DC 272—April 15, 1991—NON, Keywords: NON
NSC/DC 273—April 17, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on sensitive subject, Keywords: NON
NSC/DC 273A—April 18, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees
NSC/DC 274—May 02, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees
NSC/DC 275—April 23, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees
NSC/DC 276—May 02, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Gulf Security Cooperation, Keywords: Persian Gulf, Security Assistance
NSC/DC 277—May 08, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees, Keywords: Iraq
NSC/DC 278—May 08, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Strategic Petroleum Reserve / SPR, Keywords: Oil, Energy
NSC/DC 279—May 13, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees
NSC/DC 280—May 17, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Libya, Keywords: Libya
NSC/DC 281—May 17, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Low Intensity Conflict/LIC, Keywords: Low Intensity Conflict [1]
NSC/DC 281—May 17, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Low Intensity Conflict/LIC, Keywords: Low Intensity Conflict [2]

Box 12 [OA/ID 90020]
NSC/DC 282—May 17, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Angola and Afghanistan, Keywords: Angola, Afghanistan
NSC/DC 283—May 22, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees
NSC/DC 284—May 31, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Middle East Export Control Policy, Keywords: Middle East, Export Controls
NSC/DC 285—May 31, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraqi Refugees via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq, Refugees

NSC/DC 286—June 04, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 287—June 12, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Korean Policy Strategy Review, Keywords: Korea South, Korea North, Nuclear Weapons

NSC/DC 288—June 24, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Counternarcotics in Latin America, Keywords: Counternarcotics, Latin America

NSC/DC 289—June 26, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on [...] Keywords: Proliferation, CBW

NSC/DC 290—June 27, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Pan Am 103 Investigation, Keywords: Pan Am 103, Terrorism, Libya

NSC/DC 291—June 27, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Korean Contribution to USA for Gulf War and Korean Nuclear Issues, Keywords: Korea South, Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 292—July 03, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on CFR, Keywords: CFE, NATO, Germany

NSC/DC 293—July 05, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Middle East Arms Control, Keywords: Arms Control, Middle East

NSC/DC 294—July 12, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 295—July 18, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Korean Nuclear Issues, Keywords: Korea South, Nuclear Weapons, Arms Control

NSC/DC 296—July 18, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on International Broadcasting, Keywords: Broadcasting [1]

NSC/DC 296—July 18, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on International Broadcasting, Keywords: Broadcasting [2]

NSC/DC 296—July 18, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on International Broadcasting, Keywords: Broadcasting [3]

NSC/DC 296—July 18, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on International Broadcasting, Keywords: Broadcasting [4]

NSC/DC 297—July 19, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq via SVTS, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 298—June 27, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Pan Am 103 Investigation, Keywords: Pan Am 103

NSC/DC 299—August 06, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Special Programs, Keywords: None

NSC/DC 300—August 19, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Soviet Union, Keywords: USSR

NSC/DC 301—August 19, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Soviet Union, Keywords: USSR

NSC/DC 302—August 20, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Soviet Union, Keywords: USSR

NSC/DC 303—August 21, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Soviet Union, Keywords: USSR

NSC/DC 304—August 21, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Contingency plan on Cuba, Keywords: Cuba

NSC/DC 305—August 21, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Special Access Subject, Keywords: [...]?

NSC/DC 306—August 22, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Soviet Union, Keywords: USSR
NSC/DC 307—August 26, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: International Economic Cooperation with USSR, Keywords: USSR, Economic Assistance [Empty]

NSC/DC 308—August 28, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Humanitarian Assistance to USSR, Keywords: USSR, Economic Assistance

NSC/DC 309—September 06, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Counternarcotics, Keywords: Counternarcotics

NSC/DC 310—September 13, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf, Keywords: Persian Gulf

NSC/DC 311—September 16, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Persian Gulf, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 312—September 18, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia

NSC/DC 312B—September 23, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Iraq, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 313—September 27, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Separate Satellite Policy, Keywords: Telecommunications
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NSC/DC 313A—September 27, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: International Coordination of Humanitarian Assistance to USSR, Keywords: USSR, Economic Assistance

NSC/DC 314—October 09, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Zaire, Keywords: Zaire

NSC/DC 315—October 23, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Pan Am 103, Keywords: Pan Am 103, Terrorism, Great Britain, France

NSC/DC 316—October 25, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Haiti, Keywords: Haiti

NSC/DC 317—October 29, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Intra COCOM Trade in MTCR Annex Items, Keywords: COCOM, MTCR, Non-Proliferation, Arms Control

NSC/DC 318—November 13, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Haiti, Keywords: Haiti

NSC/DC 319—November 18, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Haiti, Keywords: Haiti

NSC/DC 320—November 25, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Haiti, Keywords: Haiti

NSC/DC 321—November 26, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Intelligence Requirements, Keywords: Intelligence

NSC/DC 322—November 26, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Haiti, Keywords: Haiti

NSC/DC 323—December 2, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Libyan-Sanctions for Pan Am 103, Keywords: Libya, Pan Am 103, Sanctions

NSC/DC 324—December 05, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Machine Tool Voluntary Restraint Agreements, Keywords: International Trade

NSC/DC 325—December 13, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia

NSC/DC 326—December 16, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Intelligence Requirements, Keywords: Intelligence
NSC/DC 327—December 17, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on North Korean Nuclear Program, Keywords: Korea North, Nuclear Weapons
NSC/DC 328—December 19, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Haiti, Keywords: Haiti
NSC/DC 329—December 19, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting re: Pan Am 103, Keywords: Pan Am 103
NSC/DC 330—December 23, 1991—NSC/DC Meeting on Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia
NSC/DC 331—January 03, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting re: Afghanistan, Keywords: Afghanistan
NSC/DC 332—January 17, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Combating Spread of Militarily Useful Technology FM Former Soviet Union, Keywords: Technology Transfers, USSR, Non-Proliferation
NSC/DC 333—January 31, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting re: Iran and Export Controls, Keywords: Iran Export Controls
NSC/DC 334—February 03, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting re: Israeli Relay Station for USA International Broadcasting, Keywords: Israel, Broadcasting
NSC/DC 335—February 10, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting re: Intelligence Capabilities/1992-2005 NSR 29, Keywords: Intelligence
NSC/DC 336—February 13, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Export Controls, Keywords: Export Controls
NSC/DC 337—February 14, 1992 - NSC/DC Meeting on Counternarcotics/San Antonio Summit, Keywords: Drugs, Latin America
NSC/DC 338—February 24, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Haiti, Keywords: Haiti
NSC/DC 339—March 11, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq
NSC/DC 340—March 17, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Combating Spread of Militarily Useful Technology FM Former Soviet Union, Keywords: Technology Transfers, USSR
NSC/DC 341—March 20, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Korean Nuclear Program, Keywords: Korea North, Nuclear Matters [1]
NSC/DC 341—March 20, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Korean Nuclear Program, Keywords: Korea North, Nuclear Matters [2]

**Box 14 [OA/ID 90022]**
NSC/DC 342—March 25, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Non-Proliferation Initiative, Keywords: Non-Proliferation
NSC/DC 343—May 26, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Machine Tool Voluntary Restraint Arrangements / VRA, Keywords: International Trade, Japan
NSC/DC 344—April 01, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq
NSC/DC 345—April 09, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Export Control Regulatory Reform, Keywords: Export Controls
NSC/DC 346—April 15, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Counternarcotics, Keywords: Counternarcotics
NSC/DC 347—April 22, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Export Control Regulatory Review, Keywords: Export Controls [1]
Box 15 [OA/ID 90023]

NSC/DC 363—July 10, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on NATO Role in Assistance to Bosnia, Keywords: Bosnia-Herzegovina, NATO

NSC/DC 364—July 10, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq

NSC/DC 365—July 16, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Colombia Counternarcotics Programs, Keywords: Counternarcotics, Colombia

NSC/DC 366—July 17, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Humanitarian Aid to Bosnia-Herzegovina, Keywords: Bosnia-Herzegovina

NSC/DC 366A—July 27, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq
Box 16 [OA/ID 90024]

NSC/DC 392—November 13, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Kosovo, Keywords: Yugoslavia Bosnia-Herzegovina

NSC/DC 393—November 16, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Kosovo, Keywords: Yugoslavia Bosnia-Herzegovina

NSC/DC 394—November 18, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Bosnian Humanitarian Relief, Keywords: Bosnia-Herzegovina, Yugoslavia

NSC/DC 395—November 20, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 396—November 23, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 397—November 24, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 398—November 25, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Former Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia, Bosnia-Herzegovina

NSC/DC 399—November 27, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 400—November 28, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 401—November 30, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 402—December 01, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 403—December 02, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 403A—December 03, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 404—December 04, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Former Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia, Bosnia-Herzegovina

NSC/DC 405—December 07, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 406—December 07, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 407—December 08, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia

NSC/DC 407A—December 09, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Former Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia, Bosnia-Herzegovina

NSC/DC 408—December 09, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 409—December 10, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 410—December 11, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 411—December 14, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 412—December 15, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 413—December 16, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq
NSC/DC 414—December 17, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 415—December 18, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Iraq, Keywords: Iraq
NSC/DC 416—December 19, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 417—December 21, 1992—Small Group Meeting on Former Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia, Bosnia-Herzegovina
NSC/DC 418—December 22, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Korea, Keywords: Korea South
NSC/DC 419—December 23, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 420—December 29, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Broadcasting, Keywords: Broadcasting, Middle East, Asia, Africa
NSC/DC 421—December 30, 1992—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 422—January 05, 1993—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 423—January 05, 1993—NSC/DC Meeting on Former Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia
NSC/DC 424—January 06, 1993—NSC/DC Meeting on SLV, Keywords: Non-Proliferation
NSC/DC 425—January 12, 1993—NSC/DC Meeting on Somalia, Keywords: Somalia
NSC/DC 426—January 14, 1993—NSC/DC Meeting on Former Yugoslavia, Keywords: Yugoslavia
Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files
National Security Council—H Files, NSC/DC Meetings Follow-up Files

Box 1 [OA/ID 90043]
DC—[...] 2/27/90
DC—Lithuania, Situation Room 3/23/90 5:00 pm
DC—SVTS—Lithuania 3/28/90 9:30 am
DC—(SVTS) Lithuania 4/16/90 2:30 pm
DC—Lithuania, Situation Room 4/17/90 9:30 am
DC—Special Access, Situation Room 4/18/90 4:15 pm
DC—SVTS—Lithuania 4/21/90 10:30 am
NSC—Lithuania, Cabinet Room 4/23/90 6:00 pm
DC—SVTS Meeting, 10/9/90
DC—Intelligence Authorization Bill, Situation Room 11/26/90 1:00 pm
DC—Intelligence Authorization Bill, Situation Room 12/7/90 1:00 pm
DC—Soviet BW, Situation Room 3/6/91 1:00 pm
DC—(SVTS) Iraq 4/18/91 9:30 AM
NSC Meeting 4/30/91 1:30 PM
4:00–5:00—Tuesday, 4 June 1991 Deputy Committee Meeting—Situation Room (Persian Gulf); 5:00–6:00—Kimmitt, Kerr, et.al.—Situation Room
NSC—Meeting Proliferation July 5, 1991 10:30 am
DC—Soviet Union 8/19/91 5:00 PM [Empty]
10:00–11:00—Wednesday, 21 August 1991 Deputy Committee Meeting—Situation Room (USSR)
DC—Small Group Meeting Iraq 9/11/91 9:00 am SVTS Room
NSC Meeting—Nuclear Matters September 27 11:30 am Cabinet Room
DC Meeting 10/8/91 11:00 am Room 208 Pan Am 103
DC Meeting 10/11/91 3:00 Room 208 Pan Am 103
DC Meeting 11/8/91 3:00 pm Room 208 Pan Am 103
DC Meeting December 12, 1991 Iraq (2 Part Meeting) Situation Room 10:00 a.m.
NSC Meeting Covert Action 12/20/91 9:45 am
DC—Conventional Arms 3/25/91 2:00 PM
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia 1/16/92 11:00 am Situation Room
DC Meeting—Haiti 1/27/92 11:00 am Situation Room
DC Meeting—Haiti 1/28/92 2:45 p.m. Situation Room
Small Group Meeting—Haiti Policy 1/29/92 11:00 am Situation Room
DC Meeting—Haiti 1/30/92 11:00 am Situation Room
DC Meeting—Haiti 1/31/92 Noon Situation Room
DC Meeting—Iraq 3/11/92 4:30–5:30 Situation Room
DC Meeting—CIS Export of Technology/Proliferation
DC Meeting—Korea 3/20/92 3:00–4:00 Situation Room
DC—Proliferation 3/25/92 11:15–12:15 Situation Room
NSC Meeting NSR-29—Intelligence Priorities 3/25/92
DC Meeting—Machine Tools 3/26/92 11:00 a.m. Situation Room
DC Meeting—Iraq and the Turkish Kurds 4/1/92 4:00–5:00 Situation Room
European Strategy Steering Group (ESSG) 4/8/92 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Export Controls 4/9/92 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
Restricted DC Meeting—Drugs/International Drug Strategy 11:00–12:00
DC Meeting—Follow-on Export Controls 4/22/92 3:00–4:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Iraq 4/23/92 10:30–11:30 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia 4/24/92 3:00–4:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Counternarcotics May 4, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Nonproliferation 5/5/92 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Nuclear Reactor Safety in Former Soviet Union May 13, 1992 4:00 Situation Room
Box 2 [OA/ID 90044]
DC Meeting—Haiti May 14, 1992 10:30–11:30 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Nuclear Testing 5/14/92 4:00 pm
DC Meeting—Sensitive Issue May 18, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC—Haiti—Boat People May 19, 1992 15:30–16:30 Situation Room
DC—Haiti May 21, 1992 17:00–18:00 Situation Room
NSC Meeting—Nuclear Testing 5/28/92
DC Meeting—Drugs—Cancelled May 26, 1992 17:00–18:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia May 27, 1992 17:00–18:00 Situation Room
DC—Nonproliferation June 1, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC—INMARSAT June 3, 1992 11:00–12:00 Room 208
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia June 4, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
NSC—Nuclear Testing June 10, 1992 10:00–11:00
DC—Counternarcotics June 15, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia June 16, 1992 16:00–17:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia June 24, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia June 30, 1992 10:00–11:00 Situation Room
DC—Iraq July 1, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
DC—Counternarcotics July 9, 1992 11:00–12:00
DC—NATO/Yugoslavia July 10, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
DC—Counternarcotics—Colombia July 16, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia July 17, 1992 3:00–4:00 Situation Room
DC—Iraq August 4, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC—Iraq August 8, 1992 10:00–11:00 Situation Room
DC—Somalia August 14, 1992 14:00–15:00 Situation Room
DC—Somalia August 20, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Somalia September 4, 1992 16:00–17:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia September 9, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia September 11, 1992 16:00–17:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia September 17, 1992 16:00–17:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia September 23, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Somalia September 28, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia October 1, 1992 2:00–3:00 Situation Room
DC—[...] October 5, 1992 16:00–17:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia October 7, 1992 16:30–17:30 Situation Room
DC—Georgia October 14, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia—Croatia & Kosovo October 16, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Somalia October 21, 1992 14:00–15:00 Situation Room
DC—Angola November 1, 1992 1:00–2:00 Situation Room
DC—Iran Export Controls November 5, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC—Russia November 6, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
DC—Counternarcotics—Cancelled November 19, 1992 3:00–4:00 Situation Room

Box 3 [OA/ID 90045]
DC—Somalia November 20, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
Deputies Committee—Somalia 12/2/92 5:00 pm
DC Meeting—Somalia 12/8/92 11:00 am
DC Meeting—Somalia 12/11/92 11:00 am
DC Meeting—Somalia 12/15/92 11:00 am
DC—Annual Review of Covert Actions 12/17/92 3:30
Deputies Committee (SVTS) Somalia 12/19/92 10:00
DC Meeting—Korea 12/22/92 11:00 am
NSC Meeting—Annual Review of Covert Action Programs
DC Meeting—Somalia 12/23/92 2:00
DC Meeting—Relay Station 12/29/92 11:00
DC Meeting—Somalia 12/30/92 2:00
DC Meeting—Somalia 1/5/92 11:00
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia 1/6/93 4:00
DC Meeting 1/8/93
DC Meeting—Somalia 1/12/93 4:30 Situation Room
DC Meeting—Yugoslavia 1/14/93 11:00
Room Reservation Forms
DC Meetings—Bush [1]
DC Meetings—Bush [2]
DC Meetings—Bush [3]
DC Meetings—Bush [4]
DC Meetings—Bush [5]
Bush Presidential Records: Staff and Office Files
National Security Council—H Files, Small Group Meetings Follow-up Files

Box 1 [OA/ID 90046]
Small Group—Burden Sharing 1/22/91 1:00 PM
Small Group 4/19/91 4:00 PM
Small Group Meeting 4/12/91 1:45 PM
Small Group Meeting 4/24/91 10:00 AM
Small Group Meeting 4/25/91 3:30 PM
2:15–3:15–Wednesday, 3 June 1991 Jeremiah/Kimmitt/Kerr/Haass/Wolfowitz/Card—Situation Room (Gulf)
Small Group Meeting 6/4/91 5:00 PM
Small Group Meeting—SVTS Room 10/28/91 10:00
11:00–12:00–Thursday, 13 June 1991 President/U.S. Relations Meeting—Oval Office Small Group Meeting 6/19/91 9:00 AM
9:00–10:00–Wednesday, 19 June 1991 Jeremiah/Kimmitt/Kerr/Haass/Wolfowitz/Card—Situation Room (Northern Iraq Small Group)
Small Group Meeting 6/25/91 5:45 PM
Small Group Meeting 6/26/91 4:00 PM
4:00–5:00–Wednesday, 26 June 1991 Small Group—Situation Room (Gulf)
Small Group Meeting 7/13/91 2:15 PM
Small Group (+1) 7/12/91 2:00 PM
European Strategy Steering Group 3/5 10:00
European Strategy Steering Group 3/18/92 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iran 3/19/92 4:00–5:00 Situation Room
European Strategy Steering Group 3/30/92 3:00–4:00 Situation Room
Small Group (Sensitive Issue) April 29, 1992 10:30–11:30 Situation Room
Small Group Iraq 5/4/92 4:00–5:00 pm Situation Room
Small Group—East Asia 5/12/92 10:00–11:00 Situation Room
European Strategy Steering Group May 13, 1992 2:30–3:30 Situation Room
Small Group—Haiti May 15, 1992 9:45–10:45 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq May 27, 1992 16:00–17:00 Situation Room
European Strategy Steering Group May 28, 1992 2:00–3:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq June 8, 1992 10:30–11:30 Situation Room
Small Group—Yugoslavia June 9, 1992 14:30–15:30 Situation Room
Small Group—Bosnia June 11, 1992 4:00–5:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq July 22, 1992 2:00–3:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq July 23, 1992 17:00–18:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Export Licenses to Iran July 24, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room [Cancelled]
Small Group—Iraq July 24, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq July 25, 1992 14:00–16:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq July 27, 1992 10:30–12:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq July 28, 1992 4:30–5:30 SVTS
Small Group—Yugoslavia July 29, 1992 5:30–6:30 Situation Room
Small Group—Yugoslavia August 10, 1992 11:00–12:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq August 12, 1992 4:00–5:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Bosnia August 13, 1992 15:00–16:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Yugoslavia August 21, 1992 10:30–11:30 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq August 24, 1992 16:00–17:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Iraq August 28, 1992 3:00–4:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Yugoslavia October 15 2:00–3:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Tajikistan October 20, 1992 14:00–15:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Yugoslavia November 3, 1992 4:00–5:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Angola & Liberia November 9, 1992 3:00–4:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Yugoslavia November 10, 1992 2:00–3:00 Situation Room
Small Group—Kosovo—Yugoslavia November 12, 1992 10:30–11:30 Situation Room
Small Group—Bosnia November 16, 1992 3:00–4:00 pm
Principals Committee—Yugoslavia 11/17/92
Small Group Bosnia—Humanitarian Relief 11/18/92 3:00 pm
Small Group—Somalia 11/23/92 11:00 am
Small Group—Somalia 11/24/92 2:30 pm
Small Group—Bosnia 11/25/92 2:00 pm
Small Group—Somalia 11/27/92 10:30 am

Box 2 [OA/ID 90047]
Small Group—Somalia 11/28/92 9:00 am
Small Group (Teleconference)—Somalia 11/30/92 5:30 pm
Small Group (Teleconference)—Somalia 12/1/92 5:30 pm
Small Group (SVTS)—Somalia 12/3/92 5:30 pm
Small Group—Bosnia 12/4/92 3:00–4:00
Small Group (SVTS)—Somalia 5:30–6:30 12/4/92
Small Group (SVTS)—Somalia 12/7/92 7:30 am
Small Group (SVTS)—Somalia 12/7/92 5:30 pm
Small Group—Yugoslavia 12/9/92 2:00 pm
Small Group (SVTS)—Somalia 12/9/92 5:30 pm
Small Group (SVTS)—Somalia 12/10/92 5:30 pm
Small Group (SVTS)—Somalia 12/14/92 7:30 am
Small Group—Iraq 12/16/92 10:00 am
Small Group—Iraq 12/18/92 3:00
Small Group Meeting—Yugoslavia 12/21/92 2:00
Small Group Meeting (SVTS)—Iraq 12/24/92 10:00
Small Group Meeting—Iraq 12/29/92 10:30
Small Group Meeting—Iraq 1/11/93 11:00
Small Group Meeting (SVTS)—Iraq 1/11/93 6:30 pm
Small Group Meeting—Iraq 1/15/93 12:00
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